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- Turnings or Applied Details
- Granite Counter tops
- Muted, deep, rich colors
- Historical elements

OLD WORLD TRADITIONAL

DOORS MAY BE:

- Darker Wood Tones
- Cream or Neutral Paint Tones
- Ornate Moldings

KEY WORDS

“Traditional”
“International”
“Worldy”
“Classic”
“Rich”

CHARACTERISTICS

What to GOOGLE

“Old World Kitchen”
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HARDWARE SUGGESTION

FRENCH COUNTRY WILLIAMSBURG

BRIDGES SOMERSET

The French countryside brings to mind 
rustic stone walks, aged wine, and fresh 
baguettes. These images inspired Hickory 
Hardware’s French Country collection. 
This pull will bring some of the French 
countryside into your own home with its 
rustic charm and beauty.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: VB

PAGE # 111

Williamsburg is a versatile collection 
o�ering many possibilities for your home. 
Need a no-fuss pull for the cabinets in your 
multipurpose room? Have you been looking 
for a pull for the storage drawers in the 
den? This pulls easy style is adaptable to 
whatever your project or home needs.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: BNV, VB, 10B, SS

PAGE # 85

This collection was inspired by the great 
wonders of the architectural world. 
Resembling bridges and the details from 
rails, elevation, and arches. The crisp edges 
and strong lines make this pull an excellent 
choice for a clear, yet unique design.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: OBH, SN
PAGE # 62

The Somerset collection brings to mind 
large, airy homes with picturesque 
landscapes. Bring some of that picturesque 
imagery to your own home with this pull. 
The Somerset pull’s distinct edges and 
crisp design will transform your cabinets or 
drawers into a beautiful marvel.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: BNV, DAC, SN
PAGE # 61

Silver finishes like Satin Nickel and Stainless Steel as well as darker finishes like Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze Highlighted and Vintage Bronze add to the well traveled and classic looks of this 
style. These collections o�er traditional details with sophistication and charm.



RUSTIC
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KEY WORDS

“Traditional”
“Structured”
“Simple”
“Natural”

DOORS MAY BE:

- Medium to Dark Wood Tones
- Occasionally Painted
- Minimal Moldings

- Darker Wood Tones
- Arched Entry or Windows
- Minimal Ornamentation
- Simplicity in Design
- Cream or Dark Stone Counters
- Warm Wood Flooring

CHARACTERISTICS

What to GOOGLE

“Mission Kitchen”

ARTS & CRAFTS or MISSION
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CRAFTSMAN OXFORD ANTIQUE

BRIDGES BUNGALOW

The Craftsman collection takes its inspiration 
from the works of manual laborers who have 
produced creations with their own hands. This 
Craftsman knob is a strong, robust knob for 
your projects or rooms that need powerful 
statements. It will fortify the hearty interior 
design that you have created for your home.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: OBH, WOA, BI

PAGE # 108

Tradition lives on with the Oxford Collection. 
If the traditional decor of your home needs 
a bit of something new, this collection will 
help you achieve the look you need. If you 
are renovating to a more traditional style, 
this knob will help make that transition an 
easy one. 

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: WOA

PAGE # 101

This collection was inspired by the great 
wonders of the architectural world. 
Resembling bridges and the details from 
rails, elevation, and arches. The crisp edges 
and strong lines make this pull an excellent 
choice for a clear, yet unique design.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: OBH

PAGE # 64

Bungalow’s sleek design with beveled edges 
brightens up a space with its rectangular 
design. Add a stylish accent to polish up 
your space that compliments straight lines 
and contemporary style.

FINISH SUGGESTION: RB, 10B, OBH

PAGE # 49

Darker finishes like Windover Antique and oil rubbed bronze add to the rustic 
elements of this style. These collections combine simple lines and rustic elements, 
such as hammered textures to highlight the mission style.

MISSION HARDWARE SUGGESTION
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- Mixed Materials
- White - Grey - Neutral Paint Colors
- Natural Wood Finishes
- Butcher Block Tops
- Natural, rustic, or worn wood floors
- White or Natural Ceramic Accents

CHARACTERISTICS

FARMHOUSE

DOORS MAY BE:

- Painted (Grays/Whites)
- Lighter Wood Tones
- Some Moldings

KEY WORDS

“Rustic”
“Homey”
“Casual”
“Warm”
“Vintage”
“Feminine”

What to GOOGLE

“Farmhouse Kitchen”
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TWIST AMERICAN DINER

REFINED RUSTIC WILLIAMSBURG

The Twist collection evolved from organic 
lines found in nature and contemporary 
architecture. The harmonious twist and 
undulating curves cause luminous contour 
that are pleasing to the eye.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: CP, BI

PAGE # 16

Looking for a simple design to spice up your 
project? Influenced by the American diner 
era, the simplistic shapes give any room a 
classic 50’s vibe with a modern twist.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: VB

PAGE # 24

The Refined Rustic collection o�ers a vast 
array of rugged, tough pulls that are per-
fect for the most adventurous of projects. 
Whatever your task, this pull will be sure to 
achieve the rustic look you want.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: RI, BI

PAGE # 98

Williamsburg is a versatile collection o�ering 
many possibilities for your home. Need a no-fuss 
pull for the cabinets in your multipurpose room? 
Have you been looking for a pull for the storage 
drawers in the den? This pull’s easy style is adapt-
able to whatever your project or home needs.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: VB, BNV, 10B

PAGE # 87

Dark finishes like matte black and black iron highlight the rustic elements of the style, 
where as Copper adds a lighter, playful, and trendy feel to the room. These collections 
highlight familiar shapes with contemporary twists.

FARMHOUSE HARDWARE SUGGESTION
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DOORS MAY BE:
- Simple moldings
- Rustic wood finishes
- Painted finishes - white, grey, black

- Open shelving
- Mixed materials
- Rustic wood elements
- Industrial metal elements
-  Neutral palette: wood, grey,  

black, white
- And/or screws as ornament
- Exposed pipes
- Concrete

CHARACTERISTICS

KEY WORDS

“Rustic”
“Masculine”
“Loft”
“Industrial”

What to GOOGLE

“Loft Style Kitchen”

INDUSTRIAL
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PIPELINE GREENWICH

BAR PULL SKYLIGHT

Our Pipeline design is rooted from 
industrial-style, mimicking salvaged 
elements from historic warehouses. 
The beautiful, rustic finishes are 
inspired by discarded and often 
discredited objects. Reviving 
industrial style into functional and 
unique designs.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: BNV, VB

PAGE # 97

Hickory Hardware’s Greenwich collection 
is an artsy and creative collection 
intended to complement the beauty 
of your home. The smooth arc of the 
Greenwich pull will be an ideal option  
for your kitchen or bathroom project.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SS, 10B, 14, WOA

PAGE # 41

The Bar Pull collection’s distinctive 
angles are a subtle masterpiece for 
any kitchen or bathroom cabinet. The 
chic, modern pull will complement 
your contemporary home. It will allow 
your minimalist designs to shine and 
will keep your guests focused on your 
home’s consistent atmosphere.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: BBLN, SS

PAGE # 36

The Skylight collection was inspired 
by contemporary kitchen design, tak-
ing the elements of architecture to its 
simplest forms: the square and the 90 
degree angle. This group embodies the 
balance of proportion.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: EGN, SS, 14

PAGE # 19

Darker tones as well as matte silver tones pair well with the reclaimed and rustic 
aspects of this style. Designs that pair well with it have industrial details or very 
minimal details with straight lines.

INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE SUGGESTION



TRANSITIONAL
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DOORS MAY BE:

- Simple moldings
- Often painted white or grey

- Mix of old and new details
- “Anything goes” style
- Wood floors
- Stone countertops, usually lighter
- Occasionally wood counter-tops
- Traditional kitchen
- Geometric backsplash
- Light color palette

CHARACTERISTICS

KEY WORDS

“Eclectic”
“Traditional”
“Modern”
“Casual”

What to GOOGLE

“Traditional Grey Kitchen”

NEO-TRANSITIONAL
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CREST TWIST

SKYLIGHT STUDIO

Inspired by the curvatures prevalent in 
mid-century modern design. Organic but 
symmetrical, simple, but with a touch of 
character. The slight curves add refined 
elegance to any contemporary style.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: FUB, CH, SN

PAGE # 13

The Twist collection evolved from organic 
lines found in nature and contemporary 
architecture. The harmonious twist and 
undulating curves cause luminous contour 
that are pleasing to the eye.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SN, BI, CP

PAGE # 16

The Skylight collection was inspired by 
contemporary kitchen design, taking the 
elements of architecture to its simplest 
forms: the square and the 90 degree 
angle. This group embodies the balance 
of proportion.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SS, 14

PAGE # 19

Inspired by the 19th Century Pioneer of 
the simple, modern aesthetic, Christopher 
Dresser featured geometric forms with a 
touch of Eastern influence as the hallmarks 
of his studio. Its versatility allows a wide 
variety of applications.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: CP, OBH, SN, 14

PAGE # 31

Silver finishes highlight the classic and timeless aspects of this trend while darker finishes 
and copper finishes create a trendy and updated look. These collections feature simple 
shapes to complement the clean lines of the kitchen, with lighting and rugs providing 
texture and color.

NEO-TRANSITIONAL HARDWARE SUGGESTION
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DOORS MAY BE:

- Warm wood tones
- Simple or more complex moldings
- Often has rounded top on doors

- Traditional elements
- Neutral color palettes
- Wood flooring
- Tile floors
- Granite counters
- Natural wood tones and materials

CHARACTERISTICS

KEY WORDS

“Traditional”
“Warm”
“Casual”

What to GOOGLE

“Oak Kitchen”

CLASSICAL
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CREST AMERICAN DINER

BRIDGES STUDIO

Inspired by the curvatures prevalent in 
mid-century modern design. Organic but 
symmetrical, simple, but with a touch of 
character. The slight curves add refined 
elegance to any contemporary style.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SN, CH

PAGE # 13

This is a crisp and fun collection of retro 
inspired hardware designs. Knobs that 
represent diner stools and ridged pulls 
with a soft, graceful arc. Influenced by the 
American diner era, the simplistic shapes 
give any room a classic 50’s vibe with a 
modern twist, now in longer sizes.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: CH, VB, SN

PAGE # 23

This collection was inspired by the 
great wonders of the architectural 
world. Resembling bridges and the 
details from rails, elevation, and 
arches. The crisp edges and strong 
lines make this pull an excellent 
choice for a clear, yet unique design.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SN, CH, OBH

PAGE # 62

Inspired by the 19th Century Pioneer 
of the simple, modern aesthetic, 
Christopher Dresser featured 
geometric forms with a touch of 
Eastern influence as the hallmarks 
of his studio. Its versatility allows a 
wide variety of applications.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: OBH, SN, 14

PAGE # 32

Silver tones like Satin Nickel and Polished Nickel pair well with this look. Darker 
tones like Vintage Bronze and Oil-Rubber Bronze Highlight the natural wood tones. 
These designs o�er traditional forms and motifs, a stylish update when painting or 
replacing your cabinets is not desired. 

CLASSICAL HARDWARE SUGGESTION



MODERN
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DOORS MAY BE:

- Medium to light, warm wood tones
- May be painted white or a pale color
- Usually flat with no moldings

- Laminate counter tops
- Warm wood or tile floors
- Clean lines
- Little to no ornament
- Pastel accents

CHARACTERISTICS

KEY WORDS

“Vintage”
“Minimal”
“Simple”

What to GOOGLE

“Mid Mod Kitchen”

MID-CENTURY MODERN
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CREST VELOCITY

BAR PULL GREENWICH

Inspired by the curvatures prevalent in 
mid-century modern design. Organic but 
symmetrical, simple, but with a touch of 
character. The slight curves add refined 
elegance to any contemporary style.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: FUB, CH, 14

PAGE # 13

Inspired by dynamic, graceful speed 
forms first developed in the automotive 
and aeronautical industries, Velocity 
embodies purist and stylishly sophis-
ticated designs that add a distinctive 
elegance to any room.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: FUB, 14

PAGE # 20

The Bar Pull collection’s distinctive 
angles are a subtle masterpiece for 
any kitchen or bathroom cabinet. The 
chic, modern pull will complement your 
contemporary home. It will allow your 
minimalist designs to shine and will keep 
your guests focused on your homes 
consistent atmosphere.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SS

PAGE # 36

The Greenwich collection is an artsy 
and creative collection intended to 
complement the beauty of your home. 
The smooth arc of the Greenwich pull 
will be an ideal option for your kitchen 
or bathroom project.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: 14, 10B, SS

PAGE # 41

This style is best complemented by silver tones or brass tones that echo the metal tones 
used at during this time. These designs feature sleek, minimal forms that mimic the simple 
lines of the style, as found also in mid-mod architecture, lighting and furniture.

MID-CENTURY MODERN HARDWARE SUGGESTION
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DOORS MAY BE:

- Mostly flat doors
- Straight grained wood tones
- Painted or lacquered finish

-   Simple color schemes: 
 wood, white, black, grey

- White countertops

CHARACTERISTICS

KEY WORDS

“Minimal”
“Sleek”
“Clean”
“Straight”
“Light”
“European”

What to GOOGLE

“Modern Kitchen”

SLEEK CONTEMPORARY
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SKYLIGHT GREENWICH

BAR PULL ROTTERDAM

The Skylight collection was inspired by 
contemporary kitchen design, taking 
the elements of architecture to its 
simplest forms: the square and the 90 
degree angle. This group embodies the 
balance of proportion.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SS, 14

PAGE # 19

Hickory Hardware’s Greenwich collection 
is an artsy and creative collection 
intended to complement the beauty 
of your home. The smooth arc of the 
Greenwich pull will be an ideal option  
for your kitchen or bathroom project.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SS, 10B

PAGE # 36

The Bar Pull collection’s distinctive angles 
are a subtle masterpiece for any kitchen 
or bathroom cabinet. The chic, modern 
pull will complement your contemporary 
home. It will allow your minimalist designs 
to shine and will keep your guests focused 
on your home’s consistent atmosphere.

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SS, BBLN

PAGE # 36

The Rotterdam collection is a vibrant 
o�ering of pulls that display strength and 
energy. The crisp lines and smooth texture 
will give your project the added power 
it needs. This pull’s timeless design will 
help your cabinets weather the rough and 
tumble of life for years to come. 

FINISH SUGGESTIONS: SN, 14

PAGE # 28

Silver finishes like Satin Nickel, Chrome, and Stainless Steel are staples of this look. Darker 
tones like Matte Black can give this look a updated twist. These designs highlight the sleek 
look of the style with their streamlined forms and subtle geometric detail.

SLEEK CONTEMPORARY HARDWARE SUGGESTION
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DESIGNER FAVORITES

HARDWARE STANDARDS

Classic hardware that will pair well 
with almost any style. These designs 
and finishes coordinate with most 
major faucet manufactorers if you 
want everything to match.

SUGGESTION:

CREST
SN OR CH

SKYLIGHT
SS OR 14

AMERICAN DINER
CH, SN, SS OR VB

STUDIO
SS, SN, 14 OR OBH

TRENDY UPDATES

Try adding Copper, Matte Black, or 
Brass to update your kitchen look. 
These finishes do not need to match 
faucets or other items as they are 
striking accents for an eclectic or 
trendy interior.

SUGGESTION:

TWIST
CP OR BI

STUDIO
CP

Bar Pulls
BBLN

Velocity
FUB

BBLN coordinates with 
Black Stainless appliances 

H076128-CH
Catalog page 14

HH075328-SS
Catalog page 19

P2143-VB
Catalog page 24

P3028-OBH
Catalog page 33

H076014-BI
Catalog page 17

H076014-BI
Catalog page 17

HH075593-BBLN
Catalog page 37

HH74561-FUB
Catalog page 21




